The kidney and essential hypertension.
In the first part of the text the main elements of renal physiology are mentioned as well as the role played by sodium-modulating hormones in the preservation of sodium and water homeostasis. A personal contribution concerns the release as well as the circadian rhythm of atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) and of the digitalis-like substance (DLS). In the second part, the problem is dealt with from a pathophysiologic point of view, with reference made to the literature, and to our own data. In particular, the problem of essential hypertension with reduced levels of plasma renin activity (PRA) is thoroughly analyzed. As is well known, this kind of hypertension is characterized by normal plasma aldosterone levels associated with reduced kallikrein urinary excretion. The data we gathered not only confirmed these findings but also enabled us to point out other typical features of this particular kind of hypertension: normal values of vasopressin, elevation of ANP and DLS, hyperactivity of Na+/K+ cotransport. The introduction of a single variant in the sodium-modulating systems confirmed that the low PRA patient also behaves distinctively from a dynamic point of view. In fact, prostaglandin inhibition determines hypertension only in these patients, while both oral kallikrein administration and intravenous ANP administration were particularly effective because of a primitive deficit of the natriuretic paracrine systems paralleled by a compensatory increase of ANP. After identifying this group of hypertensive patients we intended to ascertain whether, even in the normal or high PRA patients, it was possible to identify a sub-group of subjects with altered sodium-modulation. The patients we examined were subdivided according to their hormonal and renal response to a saline load, and to angiotensin II, into "modulators" (with normal) and "nonmodulators" (with reduced sodium excretion capacity). An analysis of the hormonal characteristics of non-modulators identified an increased responsiveness of all sodium-modulation systems and not only of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system as pointed out by some other authors. The last part of the text is devoted to clinical and therapeutic problems. The behaviour of the daily blood pressure profile in patients with essential hypertension, and then the influence that sodium-modulating systems may have on pressure are discussed. The consequences of a progressive reduction in renal function on the circadian rhythm of arterial pressure are then assessed, and, at the same time, how renal impairment parallels the flattening of the daily pressure rate is observed.